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Abstract. The requirements capture of complex systems requires pow-
erful mechanisms for specifying system state, structure and interactive
behaviors. Integrated formal specification languages are well suited for
presenting more complete and coherent requirement models for complex
systems. Given an integrated model, one can project it into multiple
views for specialized analysis. Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) is a
popular graphical notation for presenting interactive viewpoints of a
system. In this paper, we investigate the semantic based transformation
from an integrated formal specification language TCOZ to MSCs. An
automated tool has also been developed for generating MSCs from
TCOZ models. Furthermore, by inserting operation constraints (as
assertions) into the generated MSCs, system testing requirements can
be obtained.
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1 Introduction

Multi-viewpoints [3,21] are effective techniques for capturing complex system
requirements. Various formal notations are often used for presenting different
viewpoints for large and complex systems which may have intricate system states
and complex concurrent and interactive behaviors. The formal link and consis-
tency issues between the viewpoint models represented in different formalisms
remain as a challenging research topic. Recent investigations on linkings between
different formalisms [5,13,17,26,29,30,32] may provide some meta support to the
issues of viewpoints consistency. One such linked formalism is Timed Communi-
cating Object Z (TCOZ) [17] which builds on the strengths of Object-Z [11,25]
in modeling complex data and state with the strengths of TCSP [9] in modeling
process control and real-time interactions. TCOZ can be well suited for present-
ing more complete and coherent requirement models that comprehend various
� Author for correspondence, fax: +65 6779 4580, phone: +65 6874 4353
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viewpoints for complex systems. Given an integrated model, one can project
it into consistent multiple views for specialized analysis. In this paper, we are
interested in one particular viewpoint projection – the communication and inter-
action perspective. Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) [15] is a popular graphical
notation for presenting interactive viewpoints of a system. In this paper, we
investigate the semantic based transformation from TCOZ (trace models) to
MSCs (process models). By identifying a set of traces with MSCs, the cause and
effect relations between partial ordering events in concurrent systems [10] can
be captured. An automated tool has also been developed in Java for generating
MSCs from TCOZ models. Furthermore, by inserting class invariants and oper-
ation constraints (as assertions) into the generated MSCs (execution scenarios),
system testing requirements can be obtained.

Various attempts to combine formal specifications with graphical notations
have been explored [2,6,7,8,16,20,22]. Bolton and Davies [2] has given a process
semantics in CSP for UML activity diagrams. They use the process semantics
to demonstrate the consistency of the object model. Our approach is to auto-
matically generate MSCs based on its standard process semantics. Brooke and
Paige [4] have recently developed a tool-supported graphical notation for TCSP.
The difference between Brooke and Paige’s approach and ours is that we use
existing formal graphical notations instead of creating new ones. Ng and But-
ler [20] have developed a tool for visualizing CSP in UML for both the static
architecture and the dynamic behaviors. In our approach, we are particularly
interested in capturing dynamic interactions between objects.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly intro-
duces the technical background, the TCOZ notation and MSCs, both basic MSCs
(BMSCs) and high-level MSCs (HMSCs). Section 3 presents the link between
TCOZ and MSCs, both BMSCs and HMSCs, explains how to generate system
test requirements from TCOZ specifications. Section 4 presents an XML-based
automatic transformation tool built using Java. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Overview of TCOZ and MSCs

2.1 Overview of TCOZ

TCOZ is a blending of Object-Z and TCSP. The basic structure of a TCOZ
document is the same as for Object-Z, consisting of a sequence of definitions,
including type and constant definitions in the usual Z style. TCOZ varies from
Object-Z in the structure of class definitions, which may include CSP channel
and processes definitions. Channels in TCOZ are defined as communication in-
terfaces between objects. All dynamic interactions between objects must take
place through channel communication mechanism. The true power of TCOZ
comes from the ability to make use of TCSP primitives in describing the pro-
cess aspects of an operation’s behavior. All operation definitions in TCOZ are
TCSP process definitions, with operation schemas identified with Timed CSP
processes. The data-related aspects of TCOZ are modeled using state bindings
and the process-related aspects are modeled using event traces and refusals [18].
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We take a simplified version of the Light Control System (LCS) [12] to il-
lustrate the features of TCOZ and as an example to demonstrate the projection
from TCOZ to MSCs. LCS is an intelligent control system. It can detect the
occupation of a building, then turn on or turn off the lights automatically. It is
able to tune illumination (in percentage) in the building according to the out-
side light level. A typical system behavior is that when a user enters a room:
a motion detector senses the presence of the person, the room controller reacts
by receiving the current daylight level and turning on the light group with ap-
propriate illumination setting (let satisfy represent the relationship between
daylight level and required illumination). When a user leaves a room (leaving it
empty): the detector senses no movement, the room controller waits for absent
time units and then turns off the light group. The occupant can directly turn
on/off the light by pushing the button.
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Class Light is essentially an Object-Z class (passive class). Class
ControlledLight, a subclass of Light, extends Light class with process defini-
tions, ButtonPushing, DimChange and Main. A Main process indicates that
ControlledLight defines an active object, which has its own thread of control.
It is used to determine the behavior of objects of an active class after initial-
ization. button and dimmer are defined as channels connecting the light to the
environment and room controller.

A motion detector detects any movement in the room so to tell whether some
one is in and send proper signal on channel motion. � denotes a choice made by
the environment.

A room controller communicates with the motion detector and light by
declaring channels with same names as those in the respective classes. It takes
in signals from the motion detector and sends proper signal to the light. Its
behavior is captured by interrupt ∇ and timeout � operators. Finally, a light
control system is composed by a room controller, a motion detector and a light.

2.2 Overview of MSCs Language

The language MSCs is standardized by International Telecommunication Union
(ITU). It provides a mean for visualization of the interaction of system compo-
nents, either graphically or textually. The core of MSCs is called Basic Message
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a

Fig. 1. A BMSC Example

Sequence Charts (BMSCs), which concerns communications and actions only.
Then, additional basic concepts like process creation, termination, time han-
dling, incomplete message events and conditions are added. Later, more com-
plicated constructs are introduced. They are inline expressions, MSC reference
expressions and High-level Message Sequence Charts (HMSCs), which enrich
MSCs with intricate possibilities of describing complex systems.

A simple example of BMSCs is given as Figure 1. Each vertical line rep-
resents an active component (Z.120 terminology, an instance) in the system.
The frame (Z.120 terminology, parallel frame) represents the environment. In-
stances can interact with other instances or the environment by sending messages
(m0,m1,m2,m3). The square labeled with a is an action performed by instance
i2. The timing information is captured by the two rules below:

– For each message passing, the message output event precedes the correspond-
ing message input event.

– For each vertical line representing an instance, the time progresses from top
to bottom.

HMSCs can be constructed incrementally by referencing a MSC using its
name. MSCs can be combined vertically, horizontally or alternatively. Various
constructors for composing MSCs are: alt, seq, par, opt, exc and loop. Precise
semantics are developed for these key words, e.g., alt is defined as delayed choice,
denoted as ∓, and par are defined as delayed parallel composition, denoted as
||. Figure 2 is a simple example of HMSCs. Its semantics is captured by the
process expression (A ◦ C)� ◦ (A ◦ B), where � means unbounded recursion and
◦ means sequential composition.

Various semantic models are developed for MSCs. Examples are operational
semantics for MSCs based on process algebra [1,15], Petri nets [31], automata,
etc. The informal MSC semantics and formal process algebra semantics for
MSC [15] are adopted in this paper.
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A

Fig. 2. A HMSC Example

3 Generate MSCs from TCOZ

MSCs is a simple graphical notation for capturing system components interac-
tion. The process semantics MSCs is closely associated with the untimed trace
aspects of the TCOZ semantics. Therefore, our first task is to build the untimed
trace model for TCOZ that filters out unrelated issues i.e. timed refusals.

3.1 Trace Model for TCOZ

Semantic models for TCOZ is the infinite timed-states model [18] which extends
the TCSP’s infinite timed-failure model. MSCs, on the other hand, can be re-
ferred as ’untimed’. It deliberately abstracts from the precise times when events
happen. Instead, MSC uses timers to capture basic timing information (timeout
or timer reset). The untimed trace model in this section is mainly based on the
trace models for CSP [14].

A TCOZ event may be either an update event, a simple synchronization, a
channel communication, or a termination event.

U == [v:
∏

; d: VAL]
S == [c: Σ]
C == [c: Σ; d: VAL]
Σ == update〈〈U〉〉|sync〈〈S〉〉|com〈〈C〉〉|�

To make use of the timer constructs in MSC, we extend TCOZ event with
a special event wait(d), where d can be any real number. Basically, this event
delays a process by time d. To filter out the unnecessary timing information, we
simplify semantic functions for each TCOZ process expression. Given [Σ] rep-
resenting events, [ZE] representing Z expressions, [ZS] representing Z schemas,
[NAME] representing all valid character strings, a TCOZ process expression is
defined as [19]:
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Table 1. Simplified Trace Model of TCOZ based on [19]

A trace is defined as a sequence of events. Given a set of events (Σ), Σ∗

denotes all possible traces can be composed by events in Σ. Function � filters
out a set of events from a trace.

We define a function H : TZE → P Trace, which returns the set of all
possible traces given a TCOZ process expression. Table 1 illustrates the detailed
definition for the function H, which defines how to compute the set of all possible
traces for a TCOZ process expression inductively. The definition of the function
H is based on the denotational semantics of CSP [14,24].

Stop means deadlock and performs no events (Tr-1), while Chaos can per-
form any event (Tr-2). Wait ZE delays a process by ze time unit (Tr-3). The
state-guard, is used to block or enable execution of an operation on the basis
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of an object’s local state (the instance’s state) (Tr-4). In general, state-guard
can be complex. In our trace model, it is treated as non-deterministic choice,
which may introduce unexpected traces. This is not a problem for our work.
Tr-5 captures the case that a process expression is guarded by some channel
communication event. The only way to proceed is to perform the communica-
tion. Tr-6 covers both internal choice (P � Q) and external choice (P�Q). For
internal choice, the choice is made upon the internal state of the system. While
for external choice, the choice is made by the environment. From the system
interactive (MSC) viewpoint, this distinction is irrelevant. Tr-7 captures that Q
interrupts P . Tr-8 expresses that the two processes synchronize on all events.
Tr-9 expresses that two processes run completely independently. Tr-10 expresses
a general case of Tr-8 and Tr-9, i.e., instead of synchronizing all (or none) of the
events, only events in the set X are synchronized.

Tr-11 expresses sequential composition of process expressions. TZE2 can only
take control after TZE1 successfully terminates. This definition of sequential
composition is known as strong sequential composition [1]. The trace model for
recursion (Tr-12) is a fixed point definition. The trace function for Skip, �{t},
↙ {t} can be derived using the following laws.

Skip =̂� → Stop
TZE1 �{t}TZE2 = TZE1�(Wait t; TZE2)
TZE1 ↙ {t}TZE2 = TZE1�(Wait t; TZE2)

Example: The set of traces for a process expression can be efficiently identified
by applying function H recursively. We take the process ButtonPushing as an
example.
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3.2 Link Traces with BMSCs

Given one active object, we can identify the set of possible traces by applying the
H function to the Main process. A trace can be transformed to a BMSC by iden-
tifying update events in TCOZ with MSC atomic local actions and identifying
channel communications in TCOZ with message passing in MSCs.

In the previous subsection, a TCOZ event is defined as either an update event,
a simple synchronization, a channel communication, or a termination event, or
a Wait(d) event.

– Update events are distinguished from the others in the way that they do not
require the cooperation of the environment or other processes. They perform
on a single instance. A MSC local action is defined as an orderable single
instance event requiring no cooperation from environment. Update events
are identified with local actions in MSCs.

– Synchronization and channel communication do require cooperation either
from environment or other processes. Channel communications in TCOZ are
identified with message passings in MSCs.
MSCs support both synchronous and asynchronous message passing, chan-
nel communication in TCOZ is identified with synchronous message passing
(message passing with a 0-capacity buffer).

– The special wait event in TCOZ is identified with the timer event in MSCs.
In particular, it is identified with a timer set event in MSCs and consequently
associated with a timeout or reset event.

Example: Figure 3 (the generated BMSC from TCOZ by applying H function)
represents a possible scenario of the process ControlledLight. Initially the light
is off. Starting with Main, the process DimChange is executed. A message
input event dimmer?n takes place. At that moment on is false, no action is
taken. Process ButtonPushing is then activated by a message input event from
channel button. Action TurningOn is invoked. After that, no event occurs.

3.3 Project TCOZ Specifications to HMSCs

Due to unbounded recursion (iteration) and non-determinism, possible traces
(and generated BMSCs) for some systems could be numerous or even infinite1.
HMSCs offer various constructive operators to compose MSCs in a hierarchical,
iterating and nondeterministic way. In this section, we link TCOZ specification
with HMSCs by identifying various operators in TCOZ with constructs in HM-
SCs.

The body of a TCOZ class is essentially a system of simultaneous equations
defining a collection of operations (processes). Each equation consists of a name
[NAME] and a TCOZ process expression.
1 For LCS, 600+ traces are generated if we unfold recursions 5 times.
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i1

msc ControlledLight

dimmer?n

button?1

TurningOn

Fig. 3. BMSC: ControlledLight

A TCOZ class is identified with a MSC document2. A TCOZ process ex-
pression is identified with a MSC. If a TCOZ process invokes other process
expressions (by name), the process expression name will be identified with a
MSC reference. A MSC reference expression is defined as the following,

Given a MSC reference expression, Function G : MRE → P Trace returns
a set of traces capturing all possible behaviors of the process. In [15], seman-
tics of various constructs of MSCs are specified by sets of deduction rules. A
deduction rule is of the form H

C where H is a set of premises and C is the con-
clusion. Each individual premise and conclusion are of the form s

a→ s′ or s ↓
for arbitrary s, s′ ∈ MRE and a ∈ A, where A denotes all events represented
by atomic actions in MSCs, for example, message input, message output, local
action and timer events. Following those deduction rules, the trace models G can
be constructed.

A projection function P from TCOZ process expression to MSC reference
expression can be established when the set of possible traces for the TCOZ
process expressions is identical with those for the MSC reference expressions.

STOP and SKIP. In TCOZ, Stop means deadlock and no communications.
Skip performs no action except for successful termination. The two basic con-
stants, denoted as δ and ε, also play the same role in the process semantics for
2 A MSC document consists a set of MSCs.
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TurningOff

TurningOn

alt

button?1

j1

msc ButtonPushing

dim>0

dim=0

Fig. 4. Transformation: Choice

MSCs. No deduction rule is associated with δ. The rule associated with ε is ε ↓,
meaning successful termination.

G(δ) = {〈〉}
G(ε) = {〈�〉} ∪ {〈〉}

Graphically, Skip is mapped to a MSC containing no event.

Choice. In [15], a structural operation delayed choice is denoted by ∓. Its
semantics is expressed in the following rules:

The rules DC1 and DC2 express that the delayed choice of the two processes
has the option to terminate if and only if at least one of the alternatives has this
option. DC3 and DC4 express that the delayed choice will behave as one of the
options given that some initial event of this option takes place. DC5 captures
the idea that in case both of the alternatives are enabled, the choice is delayed.

We can verify that the set of possible traces of x ∓ y is the union of traces of
x and y, i.e., G(x∓y) = G(x)∪G(y). Assume s ∈ G(x∓y), if head(s) is an event
that can be performed by process x and not by process y, DC3 applies, the set of
all such traces is {〈head(s)〉 u|u ∈ G(x′)}, which is a subset of G(x). If head(s)
is an event that can be performed by y and not by x, rule DC4 applies, following
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msc OnAgain
j0

T(t)

alt

Off

On

Fig. 5. Transformation: Timeout

the same argument, we can verify that the set of such traces is a subset of G(y).
If head(s) can be performed by both x and y, DC5 applies, the set of possible
traces is {〈head(s)〉 u|u ∈ G(x′ ∓ y′)}, which is a subset of G(x) ∪ G(y). Since s
is an arbitrary trace in the set G(x∓ y), we conclude that G(x∓ y) is a subset of
G(x) ∪ G(y). By the similar construction, we can conclude that for any trace in
G(x) ∪ G(y), it is also in G(x ∓ y). This completes the construction of the choice
operator. In term, other mappings can be formulated in a similar way.

Figure 4 illustrates how the transformation is done graphically for the process
ButtonPushing in ControlledLight class. Keyword alt (short for alternative)
is used to denote delayed choice graphically.

Timeout. In TCOZ, P � {t}Q = P� (Wait t; Q). By identifying external
choice with MSC delayed choice and Wait t with timer events, timeout can be
identified with MSCs constructed by a delayed choice between P and Q with a
timeout event as the initial event of Q. In the room controller model of the LCS
example, given process OnAgain=̂(motion?1 → On) � {t} Off, it is transformed
to the MSC in Figure 5.

Interleaving. Delayed parallel composition, denoted by || in MSC, is rewritten
as ||m to avoid confusion. Delayed parallel composition defines the interleav-
ing operator, i.e., no synchronization is required and processes can interleave
freely3. Interleaving in TCOZ (|||) is identified with delayed parallel composi-
tion in MSCs.

G(P ||mQ) =
⋃{s||| t |s ∈ G(P ) ∧ t ∈ G(Q)}

Synchronization. In TCOZ, all dynamic interactions between active objects
must take place through the CSP channel communication mechanism. All syn-
chronization is done by message passing through channels.
3 Refer to [15] for detailed definition of delayed parallel composition.
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motion!0

motion!1

md?NoMove

md?Move

md?NoMove odsensor?n

dimmer!0

dimmer!dim

m r

t(1)

Adjust

Fig. 6. Transformation: Synchronization

No synchronization construct is defined in MSCs. Graphically, given two
synchronizing MSCs (P and Q), the composed MSC is constructed by putting
the MSCs in the same parallel frame and connecting corresponding message
output and message input events. By adopting the view that message passing
are synchronized, the newly constructed MSC represents the set of traces as

⋃{s ‖ [X]t|s ∈ G(P ) ∧ t ∈ G(Q)}
where X denotes all events on the sharing channel.

In the LCS class, active object m (motion detector) shares the channel
motion with the active object r (room controller). A possible trace for m would
be

〈md?NoMove, wait 1, md?Move, motion!1, md?NoMove, motion!0, · · · 〉
A matching trace for r must contain the same events on channel motion. For
example, a matching sequence would be

〈dimmer!0, motion?1, odsensor?n, olight := n, dimmer!dim, motion?0, · · · 〉
The interaction can be visualized as Figure 6.

By constructing the composed MSCs as above, we can make use of the full
power of MSC’s partial ordering property. That is, to leave the order of single
instance events from different instances unspecified. Thus, one MSC is capable
of representing a set of scenarios.

Sequential Composition. Sequential composition in TCOZ is best described
as strong sequential composition. Strong sequential composition of two pro-
cesses x and y behaves like process x and upon termination of x it starts behaving
like process y. No action from process y can be executed before x has the option
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OnAgain

msc On
j1

motion?0

exc

Regular

Fig. 7. Transformation: Interrupt

to terminate. In [15], a different approach, named weak sequential composition,
denoted as ◦ is adopted to compose two MSCs vertically. The weak sequential
composition allows the execution of actions from y before x has the option to
terminate.

All synchronizations in TCOZ are taken through channels, the ordering in-
formation of local actions from different instances are irrelevant. On the other
hand, in case two MSCs only involve events on the same process, The weak
sequential composition and the strong sequential composition are the same.
Sequential composition in TCOZ is identified with sequential composition in
MSCs.

Graphically, sequential composition of MSCs on the same instances is cap-
tured by putting the MSCs one below the other.

Interrupt. MSCs have a key word exc for representing exceptions, however
there is no formal rules defined in [15]. We define the rules for exc (the symbol
∇m is used instead) as follows.

In the process X�Y (Y has an initial event e), any time e takes place, X is
interrupted and control transfers to Y . Interrupt in TCOZ is identified with ∇m

in MSCs with e as the initial event of the interrupting process. For example, in
RoomController,

On=̂Regular�motion?0 → OnAgain

can be transformed to MSC as in Figure 7.
Besides the projection links above, the rest constructs in TCOZ can be trans-

formed to constructs in MSCs in obvious ways. TCOZ recursion can be resolved
as iteration and interpreted by a sequence of sequential composition, which can
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be generalized as the iteration operator �. TCOZ state−guard is identified with
condition in MSCs.

3.4 Generate Test Requirements

Test requirements can be used to develop test cases, test oracles and test drivers
in a system development. Specification based testing can play an important role
in software engineering [23,27]. TCOZ specification based testing can be based
on the generated MSCs (execution scenarios). Our goal is to support automatic
generation of test requirements.

Four steps are essential, which are all based on the MSCs generated.

– Starting with a HMSC, one can expand the HMSC into a set of BMSCs. In
the recursion case, at least one iteration should be covered by the expanded
BMSCs.

– Upon creation of an instance, TCOZ class initial state condition is instru-
mented as an assertion at the start of the BMSC.

– For each instance in the system, TCOZ class invariants are instrumented as
assertions before and after each action on the BMSC instance.

– The pre/post-conditions of TCOZ operations is transformed to assertions at
the entry/exit of the corresponding MSC actions.

We will illustrate these steps by taking the ControlledLight class as an ex-
ample. First, we resolve the unbound recursion in Main process by performing
it once. From Figure 4, we identify two event sequences from both DimChange
and ButtonPushing because of the delayed choice operator. The testing require-
ments for ControlledLight is captured by Figure 8 (an expanded BMSC with
Assertions). Assertions are placed in the dash line square-boxes. The event se-
quence for DimChange containing Skip is dropped since Skip represents an
empty sequence of events.

4 Automation

The translation process can be automated by employing XML/XSL technol-
ogy. In our previous work [28], a XML interchange format ZML for Z family
languages, i.e., Z/Object-Z/TCOZ, has been defined using XML Schema. MSC
also offer a standard text representation for the graphical notations. In this work,
an automatic transformation tool is developed in Java to project TCOZ models
(in ZML) into MSCs (in standard text format).

Building on the strength of ZML, our tool makes use of XML parser Xerces
to extract information from TCOZ specifications. For example, the following is
a part of the ControlledLight class model in ZML.

<classDef>
<name>ControlledLight</name>
<inheritedClass><name>Light</name></inheritedClass>
<state>...</state>
<operation>
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dim=100, on=true  

dim=0, on=false  

alt

dim=n, on=true  

alt

dim=0

TurningOn

dim>0

TurningOff

on

dim:=n

dimmer?n

button?1

dim=0, on = false  

Fig. 8. Test Requirements

<name>Main</name>
<processExpr>

<mu>N</mu>
<processExpr>

<processExpr>
<simpleProExp>ButtonPushing</simpleProExp>

</processExpr>
<proConnSym>externalChoice</proConnSym>
<processExpr>

<simpleProExp>DimChange</simpleProExp>
</processExpr>

</processExpr>
</processExpr>

</operation>
</classDef>

The automatic transformation is achieved by first implementing a ZML
parser, which will take in a specification model in ZML and build a virtual
model in the memory. This ZML parser can be reused for other projection tools
(e.g. the transformation from TCOZ to Timed Automata for timing analysis).
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A trace generation module is built to automatically generate all possible
traces for a specification model, each trace can be transformed to a BMSC by
syntax rewriting. In the case of unbounded recursion, users may provide the
expected number of iterations.

An MSC interface is built according to the MSC document structure, e.g.,
each MSC document contains multiple MSCs and each MSC contains one or
more instances and etc. A transformation module is built to get information
from the ZML parser, apply the right transformation rules (specified in Sec-
tion 3) and feed the outcome of the transformation to the MSC interface. The
transformation rules are used as a design document and guide the construction
of various transformation algorithms in the implementation.

The outcome of our transformation tool is Z.120 standard text representa-
tion of MSCs, which is ready to be taken as inputs for various tool support
for MSCs. For example, the above XML representation of Main operation in
ControlledLight is transformed to a HMSC as:

msc ControlledLight;
instance i1;

loop begin;
alt begin;

reference ButtonPushing;
alt;

reference DimChange;
alt end;
loop end;

endinstance;
endmsc;

Reuse for Timed Viewpoint Projection

The same strategy can be applied for implementing various transformation tools.
For example, for the timing analysis purpose, a TCOZ specification can be trans-
formed into Timed Automata (we are currently building this tool), the same ZML
parser can be reused and we only need to build a Timed Automata interface and
a new transformation module.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate the semantic based transformation from TCOZ
to MSCs and present a tool to automatically generate MSCs from the TCOZ
specifications.

An untimed trace model for TCOZ is introduced to focus on the interaction
viewpoints. Each possible trace is identified with a BMSC by linking TCOZ
update events as MSC local actions and channel communication as synchronous
message-passing. The projection from TCOZ to HMSCs is constructed based on
linking the trace semantic models of TCOZ constructs with the process semantics
of HMSC constructs.

By inserting appropriate TCOZ specification constraints (as assertions) into
the generated MSCs, we further explore ways of generating system test require-
ments from TCOZ.
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